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"What in blazes is the matter with it now?" grumbled Joe Clark from his perch in the bow of the boat the two garagemen had hired to get down the lake for a few days' fishing at Brant's camp.

"Ask me what isn't the matter with it!" his partner Gus Wilson panted as he grabbed the handle and gave the flywheel another vicious twirl. The outboard motor barked a couple of times, backfired with a thud, and then maliciously took hold.

Whitney, who had been standing on his dock watching their progress, called a greeting as Gus shut off the ignition and they drifted in.

"I'll have to hand it to you, Gus," their host smiled as he grabbed the painter and made it fast. "Nobody else can make one of Brandt's hired boats go that far without using the ears."

"Good reason why," Gus grunted. "He leaves them outdoors all the time with no protection whatever. That's no way to treat machinery. Watch out you don't get in Brandt's class, Whitney."

"No fear," Whitney chuckled. "Take a look at my new car and you'll see how I keep machinery."

"Nice bus now," Gus commented as he gazed at the shiny car standing beside the cabin. "Take care that it doesn't look and run like this outboard motor after a while."

"Where do you get that stuff?" Whitney exclaimed indignantly.

"Here I've been busting my back dragging water up from the lake to give it a wash and polish every two or three days. How is it going bad if it's kept that way?"

"That's just what I thought," replied Gus. "Too much washing and none of the care it ought to have. Trouble is, Whitney, you don't understand the difference between keeping a car in a garage and keeping it out in the open. What makes a car grow old, anyhow?"

"Why, I never stopped to think much about it," said Whitney after a pause. "Wear does most of it, I suppose, and dirt getting ground into the finish does the rest."

"You're only partly right," Gus maintained. "Of course the number of miles you drive determines the wear on the engine and running gear, assuming that you take care of changing oil and spark plugs. But the kind of wear that makes a car look old and shabby depends as much on how the car is kept as on the number of miles it travels."

"Suppose, Whitney," Gus continued, "you took two cars, one exactly alike, and put one out in the open, and the other one in a garage. At the end of a year the car that was left out would be in almost as bad shape as it was on the farm day before you bought it."

"That's a matter of fact, the more you wash your car the worse it is for the finish if you keep it outdoors all the time. At the end of a couple of years, the finish would be a lot better if you didn't wash it at all. A thick layer of dust won't do the finish any good, but it will shield it from the light. Of course that doesn't apply if the car gets covered with wet mud."

"There's a lot of ammonia in some mud and that's bad medicine for auto finishes."

"Humph!" Whitney sniffed. "Looks like the finish'll go to the dogs no matter what I do. I can't make the sun stop shining and I'll be damned if I'll ride around in a shabby car."

"I was just showing you the troubles you're up against," Gus smiled. "Now I'll show you how to lick 'em."

"First off, why keep the car in the sunniest spot in the garage? You could just as well put it on the north side of the shack under the trees where it will be in the shade at least a part of the time. Next, it certainly will pay to sew up a canvas cover you can throw over it when it's not in use. Dark colored canvas will be best. Olive drab is all right. You don't have to get heavy-weight stuff; the lightweight, close-woven tent cloth will do, and it isn't necessary to have it waterproofed because it's light and not rain you're trying to keep off the car."

"Speaking of light," Gus added, "there's many a fellow who has wondered why the finish on one side of his car or on one particular mudguard has gone bad before the rest of it. Nine times out of ten, the sun coming in a garage window fell on that particular part for several hours every bright day. Home garage windows ought to be fitted with black shades and the shades ought to be kept drawn except when it's necessary to work on the cars."

The outboard motor barked a couple of times, backfired with a thud, and maliciously took hold where the sun could blaze on it, the rain fall on it, and the temperature was constantly changing. How long do you figure those two cars would keep looking like new? At the end of a year the car that was left outdoors would look several years old. The other car would keep on looking new till you had long white whiskers.

"The difference between a new-looking car and a shabby one is mighty little when you stop to figure it. The coating of lacquer on your car is a few thousandths of an inch thick measuring from the bare metal to the shiny outside surface. Yet the whole job looks like something the cat dragged in if a mere ten-thousandth of an inch of the outer layer gets griny and discolored. Same way with the running gear. Let a hole form in the enamel or lacquer so small it’d take a microscope to see it, and right away moisture gets in and you’ve got a coat of rust."
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you need the light in order to work by.”

“By George!” exclaimed Whitby. “That explains why the right front mudguard on every car I’ve owned always gets shabby looking before the rest of the car. There’s a window in my garage at home right opposite that mudguard.

“Put a black shade over it.” Gus advised.

“How to get back to this outdoor storage problem: Instead of washing your car every six months, give it a thorough wash and then polish it with wax-type auto polish. The wax forms a protective coating over the lacquer and to some extent saves it from the sun. Also make the body easy to clean because the wax doesn’t stick to the wax and a gentle wipe with a rag every few days will keep it looking fine. Of course you can’t expect the wax to last forever, so give it another treatment before it begins to wear away.

“If THE car is going to be outdoors all the time, it’s a good idea to go over the bright work and the running gear with a slightly oily rag every so often. That’s not easy for the brake rods and the parts underneath that are hard to get at. For those places, give ‘em a wipe once in a while with a rag smeared with a bit of gun grease. That will protect them for a long time although it will pick up plenty of dust.”

“What do you do about road tar?” Whitby asked.

“Don’t let that off with body polish.”

“Use kerosene on a rag with gentle rubbing.” Gus advised, “and get it as soon as possible, the same day you pick up the tar if you can. If you let it set for a week or two it’s much harder to remove. Don’t scrape it off the underside of the mudguards, either. If you do, you are sure to scratch the enamel and in time the rust will eat holes through the sheet steel.”

“So that’s it, eh,” Whitby commented. “And wouldn’t keep a car in good shape at the seashore?”

“Listen, mister,” Gus grunted, “if you ever dope out any way to keep a car looking like new when you keep it outdoors within a few hundred feet of salt water, then believe me, old-timer, I’ll take off my hat to you.”

ROADS BUILT OF GLASS FOR AUTO TRAFFIC

Roads of glass are being built for motor traffic in Czechoslovakia. Two experimental stretches of highway, constructed by spreading a mixture of glass powder and cement on a damp concrete base and then saturating it with water glass, have been under test for several months. The results are said to show the new type of road is superior in withstanding wear and pressure. In addition, the glass and concrete roadbeds rapidly set, so that it is reported a highway can be opened to heavy traffic within two or three days after it is laid.

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS GET AVIATION COURSE

Schools are now getting their aviation training early in Chicago. The honors of being the first junior high school in the United States to offer its students a complete course in aeronautics, including flight theory, construction techniques, and motor mechanics, is claimed by the A. R. Sabin Junior High School of Chicago. Its equipment includes an Army training modern airplane, airplane engines, compasses, altimeters, and other equipment furnished by the U. S. Army Air Corps.